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“It’s always the small pieces that make the big 

picture” -Unknown  

 
Staying Motivated 

1-Set Goals 

It’s a lot easier to stay motivated when you feel like 

you’ve accomplished something. By setting 

personal and professional long and short term goals 

you’re giving yourself an objective to strive for; 

something to achieve. Goals are better fulfilled 

when written in a manner that can be easily 

referenced on a daily basis. 

2-Stack the Deck 

Keeping interested and motivated is directly 

correlated to achieving established goals. Set 

yourself up for more success than failures by being 

realistic in your goal setting. Small bite-sized tasks 

should be executed at first. As you get more and 

more successes under your belt make your goals 

more ambitious. 

3-Retreat but DON’T Surrender 

Never give up on projects or problems. Taking time 

to strategize would work better in your favor rather 

than acting impulsively. Solving challenging 

problems will build confidence and knowledge. 

4-Follow your Progress 

Seeing how far you’ve come from is an excellent 

motivational tool. If you don’t stop ever so often to 

see where you were a couple of months ago 

compared to where you are now, you might surprise 

yourself how much you’ve accomplished.  

Courtesy: Staying Motivated (Cornell, 2017)  

 

Week in Review 

Monday, 25th 

Primary Data Chats, impacted teachers 

will be notified 

Code Red Safety Drill  sometime this 

week 

 

Tuesday, 26th 

School Improvement Training, 8-12, 

Morell 

 

Wednesday, 27th 

Kindergarten Team release day, pending 

the availability of subs 

Math Coaches’ Meeting, all day, Clark 

Leadership Meeting, 9-12, Morell,  

Arthur Ashe  

Language Enrichment Camp (LEC), 

2PM, selected students in grades 4 & 5 

 

Thursday, 28th  

Jump Rope for Heart Kick-off 

Assemblies: 

Grades K,1, 2-12:45-1:10 (ish) 

Grade 3, 4, 5-1:15-1:45  

(Special teachers please note) 

Celebrating Black History, Program 

begins @ 6PM, SAC/SAF/PTA meeting 

begins @ 5:30PM, cafe. We apprreciate 

volunteers, if you are available.  

Assistant Principals’ Meeting, all day, 

Central Park El.  

 

Friday, 1st   

Spring Pictures, schedule forthcoming 

Headstart Parent Meeting, 8AM 

Writing Training, Core Connections, 

Bauvil, Knight, Mosser @ Broadview 

 

Saturday, 2nd  

Extended Learning Opportunity(ELO) # 

2, 8-12, selected students 



 


